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adidas of Forest Hills is already well-known shoes, and in recent years, adidas also launched when engraved version, the original
was born in Forest Hills 77 years, was to commemorate the Forest Hills in New York City West Side Tennis Club (tennis club )
named, and the shoe body with the year provided by NASA ventilation system Ventilation System Design, and spend hard kangaroo
leather and rubber sole production, it can be described as a pioneer in the use of sports shoes in the history of animal skins, but also
in the subsequent rubber sole began to spread, Forest Hills no wonder so many years have been well received by many tennis Fans
are also welcome. But this time the protagonist is the Forest Hills 72, in fact it is the predecessor of Forest Hills, has been launched
in 1972, over the years due its status as an enhanced version of Forest Hills continued to rise, Forest Hills 72 has never been
engraved too, this is a rare adidas chief designer Dean Lokes fancy engraved launch, how are worthy of celebration. Forest Hills 72,
although no body starts at Forest Hills ventilation system, but spend the same on the production of kangaroo leather and soles with
three vents to maintain air circulation, toe to spend a similar shell to enclose the head, covered shoes holes and ordinary rubber sole
production. Since Forest Hills 72 year yield is extremely rare, and therefore I believe the vast majority of adidas fans have not seen
their real body, I believe this is absolutely the engraved version appears timely.
[Chinese shoes Network - News] sports brand shares managed to increase retail outlets in order to improve earnings momentum of
the day, might become the past. Olympic Sports revealed that intends to operate this year authorized retail outlets by the end of 7806
reduced to 7000, in order to enhance the brand image and efficiency. 
Pick on the 20th issued the latest operational briefing, referring to monetary tightening by the mainland and bad weather last year, the
sporting goods industry, the slowdown in demand, Pick excess inventory distribution channel, continued to increase in recent months.
The company has to respond, including the initiative to review the order distributor ordering the first two quarters of this year, and
some distributors have been booked but not yet shipped orders to cut production? Pick the first two quarters of this year, orders
significantly over last year decline in the amount of footwear orders growth was recorded by between 20-30 percent of the median
declines were recorded in clothing ranging from 20-30% of the high decline. But the average wholesale price of shoes and clothing,
respectively, in the high single-digit and single-digit growth. 
This year in the third quarter orders, footwear and clothing were recorded for between 20-30% lower, respectively, and the median
decline; footwear annual average wholesale price of low single-digit growth, the clothing is low single-digit decline. (Chinese shoes
Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
In the recent past the ; on Sneakerness Cologne 2015 Shoe Fair, the dealers interview that part of the price of the shoes already far
more than the current market price, regardless of the recent popular shoes, or that joint or heavy style, has appeared in high-priced
sneakers inside the list, but this time also explicitly listed the price of shoes, so on this selection shows 20 pairs of expensive shoes
more convincing. Members please bring curiosity, take a look inside the minds of the list have not chosen it. 
; 

Nike LeBron 8 "112" by Clark Kent - ��  4500 
Nike Air Yeezy 2 "Grey" - ��  3900 
Nike x Patta x Parra Air Max 1 - ��  3400 
LFSTL x New Balance 577BGP "Kakkerlak" - ��  2150 
adidas Originals Yeezy Boost 750 - ��  1930 
Nike Dunk "What The Dunk" - ��  1705 
Nike Air Max 1 "German Camo" - $ 1,705 
Nike x Patta Air Max 1 "Amsterdam" - ��  1590 
Nike x Patta Air Max 1 "Lucky Green" - ��  1590 
New Balance x Solebox 1500 "Purple Devil" - $ 1,360 
Nike Air Max 1 "Powerwall Morning Glory" - ��  1360 
New Balance x Solebox 1500 "Toothpaste" - ��  1140 
Nike Air Yeezy "Zen Grey" - ��  1140 
Hanon x ASICS ; GEL-Lyte III "Wildcats" - ��  1020 
Nike x Bodega Footscape - ��  960 
adidas Originals Yeezy Boost 350 "Grey" - ��  960 
PUMA x Sneaker Freaker "Sharkbait" -��  850 
Ronnie Fieg x ; ASICS ; GEL-Lyte III "Miami Dolphins" - ��  740 
adidas Originals Yeezy Boost 350 "Black" - ��  740 
Air Jordan 1 Pinnacle - $ 625
; ; ; Grammy winner Eminem recently demonstrated their talent in terms of design, he designed the eight limited edition Nike
sneakers air cushion MAX uppers upcoming auctions, the resulting funds will be used charity.

; ; ; rapper designed uppers look like? Eminem reportedly designed to break the traditional concept highlights mature personal style,
giving a new meaning to each air MAX shoes. Wait until the start of the auction on Friday, when Nike fans can feast their eyes on.

; ; ; This 4.8 64 pairs of sneakers proceeds from the auction will be Eminem Foundation custody. The foundation specializes in
providing funds for youth issues southeastern Michigan and a company that aims to refugee camps around the world of children
drafting education and sports programs.



; ; ; "We are constantly looking for new ways to raise money and increase public paid more attention to us, so when Nike to find us,
we want to take the opportunity to 'leap'", Amy He said in a statement on the website.

; ; ; The 33-year-old singer bluntly: "Who would not want to design their own minds, not to mention Nike Shoes for charity this can
help?."

; ; ; Amy designed by the Nike sports shoes will shop in London, Berlin shop, Paris shops and eBay auction for a period of four
weeks. This event will be held this Friday at the Nike flagship store opening in London, September 13 will begin at eBay auction.
; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics YORK, Aug. 21, according to ESPN reports, the Thunder headed star Kevin - Durant
[microblogging] the brokerage firm (Roc Nation Sports) Nike has been formally notified, the last season's regular season MVP has
received a 10-year endorsement contract offer from Under Armour, the total value would be 265 to 285 million US dollars between. 

It is reported that the contract Under Armour provided to Durant also includes equity and other incentives, such as: the construction of
a mother with Durant named community center. 
Last season, the total retail sales of Durant's signature shoe nearly $ 175 million. Durant under contract with Nike, Nike has the right
to match Durant get quotes from Under Armour. Even if Nike does not match, Durant can still choose contract with Nike; but if Nike
match, then legally speaking, Durant would not choose to work with Under Armour. 
It is worth mentioning that, if Under Armour final signing Durant, then this will be the history of the company signed the biggest
endorsement contract amount. Meanwhile, the contract price at 265 to 285 million US dollars, which means that they will now have
10% of marketing budget spent on Durant's body each year. Although Under Armour expressed their revenue this year could reach $
3 billion, but only 1% is derived from basketball shoes. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe
News Media Partners: shoe ; clothing and shoes information.)
Sports players understated blue, gray color, Nike launched 'Air Epic Vintage' shoes at Limited Edt
2012-05-11 16:39:24 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [source: Chinese shoes network] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes Network May 11 hearing, for the more low-profile Nike fans, bright and full of color too hard to please, and even
become an important reason to refuse to start. 
Since 1985 born, Air Epic has in Nike running shoes culture plays an important role in the use of advanced suede shoes and nylon
mesh, and carry momentum only solution was a moment of Air cushioning technology d and this much welcome to do the old antique
effect, strengthen it more comfortable to wear than reflect 80s retro atmosphere, however, they were also launched a blue and gray
versions, I believe it can cater to the low-profile Nike fans always like "light" taste it. 

Nike (Nike) brand introduction 

Nike (Nike) is known as the "new world for nearly 20 years created the most successful consumer goods companies." Nike (Nike)
sneakers in addition to strengthening high-tech sports performance, now more elegant stylish exterior design, frequently with all
countries in the trend of people to launch a co-branded limited edition. In early 2009 Edison Clot brand and Nike (Nike) joint new red
Chinese shoes Clot & times; Nike AIR FORCE 1 for a listing in Shanghai, it becomes berserk object. In the United States, young
people up to Qicheng dream is to have a pair of Nike (Nike) shoes. 

Related news
Popular contacting Bryant signature shoe launch new NIKE Zoom Kobe I debut Christmas Day
2005-12-24 09:04:12 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; Print ; Close 
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; for Bryant, today is a special day, NIKE company held a news conference to announce the launch of their new generation of
individuals Bryant signature shoes Zoom Kobe I. 
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This pair was named signature shoes Zoom Kobe I will appear in next year's mid-February in the store, but Bryant will advance the
use of these shoes in the game, in the Christmas wars (local time December 25, Beijing early morning of December 26) Los
Angeles Lakers and Miami Heat game wearing Zoom Kobe I race. Subsequent resale shop in Los Angeles will be specified on sale
this limited-edition Zoom Kobe I. 
NIKE Zoom Kobe I also said that the launch of the all-star style in the next year they will be the All-Star Game in February. 
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"NIKE company is very pleased to announce this thing, we continue our efforts in this area, Bryant's personal ability Needless to say,
at the same time in the market and above all the game's most influential, but he is still continue to move forward. "Because of the
recent Kobe crazy performance, NIKE company spokesman announced Bryant signature shoes, they also extraordinarily excited. 
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Related news
In recent years, the major brands have been invited to launch a joint project of Originals Adidas, this time also announced the next
heavyweight partner, it is from the streets of Vancouver, Canada's street fashion brand wings + horns. In the brand on twitter released
teaser images, although only revealed a series of new black joint label, but still let imagination. As a great emphasis on quality and
simple aesthetic concept of the brand, wings and horns in the past few years had cooperation with the Canada goose and nanamica
and the new balance etc. brands launched very successful joint single product, so this season and Adidas originals joined together is
worth looking forward to. It is reported that the series will be officially released in July, the interest of friends may wish to pay attention
to our follow-up reports.

< br / > ; nike basketball today added a new version of the hyperdunk 2015 low city don't note series, and "Beijing" version of the
same, to urban characteristics for design inspiration, very the Brazilian city of Rio de Janeiro tropical amorous feelings. Will be white,
sky blue and green mint and lava red bold shades into Hyperfuse technology shoe body, Flywire upper support, elastic boots, bottom
equipped with a Zoom Air cushioning technology to bring the fast reaction effect. At the same time, gray white rubber outsole with
herringbone lines, bringing the excellent wear resistance and stability. The shoes can be purchased by nike.com, the price is about
$$140. (Editor: YOYO)
before and after the Dragon Boat Festival Dragon Boat to the end of the water, the hot summer officially led, breathable, comfortable
and sweat has become the important demands of the fans you are going to buy shoes. In order to let you can comfortably take
embrace summer, the liberation of the feet, Xiaobian today for everyone to bring paragraph 4 of this week a freshly baked roll Nike
summer new. 
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